B-DAY Shout-Outs
Ismael Hernandez------11/03
Israel Valles I.----------11/08
Mario Fraire-------------11/08
Sergio Magallanes----------11/08
Zoilo Soto--------------------11/09
Ray Cervantes M. -------------- 11/14
Noel Torres-----------------------11/15
Carrillo, Hector A. ----------------- 11/28
Esteban Arreola----------------------11/28

This is to advise of the holiday
schedule we will be following
for 2021. The office will be
closed on the following days.
November 24th- half day
November 25th – 26th – closed

Anniversary Shout-Outs
Amparan, Jose I.-----------2yr
Valles, Valentin R. ---------- 6yrs
Underwood, Gabriela Z. ---------- 17yrs

AFTER YOUR 1ST ANNIVERSARY WITH C&E
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR 1 WEEK VACATION,
AFTER YOUR 5TH ANNIVERSARY YOU ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR 2 WEEK VACATION,
AFTER YOUR 10TH ANNIVERSARY YOU ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR 3 WEEK VACATION!! =)
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A Growing Problem
The COVID-19 pandemic began to
push conversations about SUDs into
the open as drug and alcohol use,
along with deaths from overdoses,
soared. Loneliness, confusion and
unemployment caused more people
to either start using or increase their
use of drugs or alcohol at a time
when treatment centers and support
groups were shuttered due to the
public health crisis.
Nearly one-third of people in the
U.S. who drink alcohol have
increased their consumption since
the pandemic began, according to a
May study by LifeWorks and the
Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation.
Nearly 30 percent who use drugs
reported an increase in that
activity. Meanwhile, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention said
deaths from overdoses rose 27
percent in the 12 months ending in
August 2020 over the prior 12-month
period.

The dramatic rise pushed some companies to explore new ways, ranging from old-school to
high-tech, of tackling the disorder. One union is hosting onsite AA meetings for the first
time, and a construction company is installing boxes containing naloxone injections that
can be used to reverse the effects of an opioid overdose. Medical benefits are being added or
bolstered as companies put more pressure on their insurers to provide efficacious, costeffective treatment for substance abuse. There's also a growing interest in the plethora of
digital companies that offer online tools as alternatives to or support for more traditional
treatments, such as a stay at a residential facility.
October is National Substance Abuse Prevention Month and finding new and better ways
to treat SUDs is more critical than ever, as no one expects the problem to subside, and it
may well worsen—at least in the near term. Many treatment programs are still not fully
functional as the pandemic endures, and insurers have reported challenges in finding
patient care. Plus, as remote and hybrid work become more common, employers must find
new ways to spot addiction.
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